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Glossika Mass Sentences * Fluency training for serious
language learners. * Recommended for Intermediate
Learners (B1 B2) as Supplementary Training to your current
studies; some working knowledge required; good for brushing
up or breaking through a plateau. * 1000 bilingual sentences
with pronunciation guide in phonetic International Phonetic
Alphabet with liaisons. * Vocabulary Index included (includes
varying pronunciations of each conjugation/declension with a
frequency count). * Accompanies the audio sold separately at
Glossika.com, which includes hands-free spaced repetition. *
Authentic and informal language use by native speakers,
gradually building up sentence structures. FEATURES: *
Serves as reference material to the audio training. * Lots of
repetition of key syntactic components and vocabulary. *
Introduces how to render foreign names and placenames in
natural dialogue (with appropriate declensions and
conjugations). * All sentences are bilingual in format and
includes International Phonetic Alphabet to help you master
the correct pronunciation (in phonetic form, which means we
write out all the liaisons between words). * Informal, friendly
language. Formal language used where appropriate. * Covers
the following syntactic structures: Verbals (Gerunds,
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Infinitives),
Adjectives
+ Verbs,
Prepositions
+ Verbs,
Reflexives, Adjectives and Adverbs, Conjunctions and
Prepositions, Verbs + Prepositions INCLUDES: * If you're
serious about getting fluent in 3 months, follow our intensive
schedule to finish Fluency 1-3 in 3 months. * Each book trains
1000 sentences with Fluency 3 surpassing more than 3000
vocabulary words used in context and collocations. SAMPLE
(some letters may not display correctly on your screen, so
you can get the embedded font editions from
www.glossika.com directly): 2033: Please try to be quiet when
you come home. Everyone will be asleep. Essaie d'etre
silencieux (?silencieuse) lorsque tu rentreras a la maison s'il
te plait. Tout le monde dormira. [?s? d??t? sil??sjo (?sil??sjoz)
l??sk? ty ???t???a a la m?z?? s?il to pl? tu lo m??d d??mi?a ]
2124: People often have a lot of trouble reading my
handwriting. Les gens ont souvent de la difficulte a lire mon
ecriture. [le ??? ?? suv?? do la difikylte a li? m?? n?ek?ity? ]
2175: Let me know if you're interested in joining the club. Faismoi savoir si tu souhaites joindre le club. [f? mwa savwa? si ty
sw?t ?w??d? lo kloeb ] 2286: Do you know the people who
live next door? Connais-tu les gens qui vivent a cote? [kon?
ty le ??? ki viv a kote ] 2434: Deepak and I have very different
ideas. I don't agree with many of his opinions. Deepak et moi
avons des idees tres differentes. Je ne suis pas d'accord
avec plusieurs de ses opinions. [(...) e mwa av?? de z?ide t??
dife???t ?o no s?i pa d?ak?? av?k plyzjoe? do se z?opinj?? ]
2482: The building destroyed in the fire has now been rebuilt.
Le batiment detruit dans l'incendie a maintenant ete
reconstruit. [lo batim?? det??i d?? l???s??di a m??t?n?? t?ete
??k??st??i ] 2599: You're standing too close to the camera.
Can you move a little farther away? Tu es trop pres de
l'appareil. Peux-tu t'eloigner un peu? [ty ? t?o p?? do l?apa??j
po ty t?elwa?e oe? po ] 2732: My brother's in college and I'm
still in high school. > He's in medical school but I want to go to
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law school.
frere est aBook
l'universite
et je suis
toujours au
lycee. > Il fait l'ecole de medecine, mais je veux faire l'ecole
de droit. [m?? f??? e a l?yniv??site e ?o s?i tu?u? o lise > il f?
l?ek?l do m?dsin m? ?o vo f?? l?ek?l do d?wa ] NOT
INTENDED AS: * a grammar reference * a travel phrasebook
Multilingual communication within the world community is
important for economic, political, and cultural interactions. In a
global environment where other languages are increasing in
importance in addition to recognized intemational standards
(i. e., English and French), language learning is becoming
more important for improved international relations. At the
same time, recent advances in instructional technology make
the promise of building intelligent tutoring systems in
advanced technology laboratories to teach these language
skills a reality in the near future. These tutoring systems,
therefore, may help us foster improved methods for acquiring
languages. As active language learners and instructional
technology researchers, we felt an international meeting with
similar individuals was needed to discuss how such advanced
tutoring systems are to be designed and implemented. We
held such a meeting, the results of which are presented in
this volume. The purpose of this Advanced Workshop,
sponsored by the NATO Scientific Affairs Division, was to
bring together a multidisciplinary group of researchers who
were active in the development of intelligent tutoring systems
for foreign language learning. Participants came from
computer science, computational linguistics, psychology, and
foreign language learning. Washington, D.C. was selected for
the Workshop site since it is Merryanna's home city, the
capitol of the United States, and an international, multilingual
community in its own right. Masoud agreed to the location
(with a promise to be shown the White House!) and
graciously volunteered to coordinate activities from the
European side.
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One ofLists
the keys
to learningBook
the Turkish
language
is to
understand the importance and function of the verb. The stem
of the verb, together with various suffixes of mode, tense,
person, along with a subject and/or object, may be the
equivalent of an entire English sentence. A Dictionary of
Turkish Verbs is an aid to both the beginning and more
advanced student of the language by providing approximately
1,000 verbs in context as they appear in up-to-date colloquial
Turkish phrases and sentences, or short dialogues in
translation. Contrasting English and Turkish ways of
expression, this multipurpose dictionary also helps the
English speaker avoid the most common errors--with most
verbs cross-referenced to related verbs, synonyms, or
antonyms, and to the broader themes or categories of
meaning to which they belong. Includes an English-Turkish
index and a thesaurus section (using Roget's categories)
where verbs of related meaning appear together and a short
reference list of verb-forming suffixes. For students at any
stage of learning the Turkish language, or for the selfmotivated traveler, this unique dictionary will help open the
door to greater understanding in an increasingly important
area of the world.
French Verbs and Idioms offers an overview of essential
grammatical terms (such as conjugation, mood, elision,
gender, agreement, etc.) and categorizes the verbs.
Extensive lists of useful idioms, proverbs, and sayings
containing the verbs, tenses, and moods discussed fill the
gaps in the knowledge of the advanced learner. Explanations
are in English and all verbs, examples, idioms, proverbs, and
sayings are translated into English for comparison purposes
and comprehension.
The International Encyclopedia of Linguistics, 2nd Edition
encompasses the full range of the contemporary field of
linguistics, including historical, comparative, formal,
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special attention given to interrelations within branches of
linguistics and to relations of linguistics with other disciplines.
Areas of intersection with the social and behavioral
sciences--ethnolinguistics, sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics,
and behavioral linguistics--receive major coverage, along with
interdisciplinary work in language and literature, mathematical
linguistics, computational linguistics, and applied linguistics.
Longer entries in the International Encyclopedia of
Linguistics, ranging up to four thousand words, survey the
major fields of study--for example, anthropological linguistics,
history of linguistics, semantics, and phonetics. Shorter
entries treat specific topics within these fields, such as code
switching, sound symbolism, and syntactic features. Other
short entries define and discuss technical terms used within
the various subfields or provide sketches of the careers of
important scholars in the history of linguistics, such as
Leonard Bloomfield, Roman Jakobson, and Edward Sapir. A
major portion of the work is its extensive coverage of
languages and language families. From those as familiar as
English, Japanese, and the Romance languages to Hittite,
Yoruba, and Nahuatl, all corners of the world receive
treatment. Languages that are the subject of independent
entries are analyzed in terms of their phonology, grammatical
features, syntax, and writing systems. Lists attached to each
article on a language group or family enumerate all
languages, extinct or still spoken, within that group and
provide detailed information on the number of known
speakers, geographical range, and degree of intelligibility with
other languages in the group. In this way, virtually every
known language receives coverage. For ease of reference
and to aid research, the articles are alphabetically arranged,
each signed by the contributor, supported by up-to-date
bibliographies, line drawings, maps, tables, and diagrams,
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detailed index and synoptic outline. Authoritative,
comprehensive, and innovative, the 2nd edition of the
International Encyclopedia of Linguistics will be an
indispensable addition to personal, public, academic, and
research libraries and will introduce a new generation of
readers to the complexities and concerns of this field of study.
This book is aimed at providing an overview of several
aspects of semantic role labeling. Chapter 1 begins with
linguistic background on the definition of semantic roles and
the controversies surrounding them. Chapter 2 describes how
the theories have led to structured lexicons such as
FrameNet, VerbNet and the PropBank Frame Files that in
turn provide the basis for large scale semantic annotation of
corpora. This data has facilitated the development of
automatic semantic role labeling systems based on
supervised machine learning techniques. Chapter 3 presents
the general principles of applying both supervised and
unsupervised machine learning to this task, with a description
of the standard stages and feature choices, as well as giving
details of several specific systems. Recent advances include
the use of joint inference to take advantage of context
sensitivities, and attempts to improve performance by closer
integration of the syntactic parsing task with semantic role
labeling. Chapter 3 also discusses the impact the granularity
of the semantic roles has on system performance. Having
outlined the basic approach with respect to English, Chapter
4 goes on to discuss applying the same techniques to other
languages, using Chinese as the primary example. Although
substantial training data is available for Chinese, this is not
the case for many other languages, and techniques for
projecting English role labels onto parallel corpora are also
presented. Table of Contents: Preface / Semantic Roles /
Available Lexical Resources / Machine Learning for Semantic
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Role Labeling
Cross-Lingual
Summary
The volume deals with the emergence of verb morphology in
children during their second and early third year of life from a
cross-linguistic perspective. It covers 15 contributions - each
analyzing one single language - based on parallel longitudinal
investigations of children with parallel methodology and
macrostructure in representation. The main question
addressed is: How do children detect morphology and
construct first subsystems of verbal inflection? The focus lies
on the transition from a premorphological phase to a
protomorphological phase. The main proposal consists in the
concept of miniparadigms and of their relation to morphosyntactic developments in early first language acquisition.
Corpus research forms the backbone of research on
children's language development. Leading researchers in the
field present a survey on the history of data collection,
different types of data, and the treatment of methodological
problems. Morphologically and syntactically parsed corpora
allow for the concise explorations of formal phenomena, the
quick retrieval of errors, and reliability checks. New
probabilistic and connectionist computations investigate how
children integrate the multiple sources of information available
in the input, and new statistical methods compute rates of
acquisition as well as error rates dependent on sample size.
Sample analyses show how multi-modal corpora are used to
investigate the interaction of discourse and linguistic
structure, how cross-linguistic generalizations for acquisition
can be formulated and tested, and how individual variation
can be explored. Finally, ways in which corpus research
interacts with computational linguistics and experimental
research are presented.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th
Mexican International Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
MICAI 2006, held in Apizaco, Mexico in November 2006. It
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contains
overIn
120
papers that
address
such topics
as
knowledge representation and reasoning, machine learning
and feature selection, knowledge discovery, computer vision,
image processing and image retrieval, robotics, as well as
bioinformatics and medical applications.

1000 French Verbs in ContextA Self-Study Guide for
French Language Learners (1000 Verb Lists in
Context Book 2)
Cognitive Linguistics: Current Applications and
Future Perspectives is an up-to-date survey of
recent research in Cognitive Linguistics and its
applications by prominent researchers. The volume
brings together generally accessible syntheses and
special studies of Cognitive Linguistics strands in a
sizable format and is thus an asset not only to the
Cognitive Linguistics community, but also to
neighbouring disciplines and linguists in general. The
volume covers a wide range of fields and combines
wide accessibility with a highly specific information
value. Key features: An excellent source for the
study of Applied Cognitive Linguistics, one of the
most popular and fastest growing areas in
Linguistics. Authoritative and detailed survey articles
by leading scholars in the field. Accessible to a
general audience, yet also characterized by a highly
specific information value.
Vol inclu all ppers & postrs presntd at 2000 Cog Sci
mtg & summaries of symposia & invitd addresses.
Dealg wth issues of representg & modelg cog
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procsses, appeals to scholars in all subdiscip tht
comprise cog sci: psy, compu sci, neuro sci, ling, &
philo
• Best Selling Book in Hindi Edition for UPSSSC
Preliminary Eligibility Test with objective-type
questions as per the latest syllabus. • Compare your
performance with other students using Smart
Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s UPSSSC Preliminary
Eligibility Test Practice Kit. • UPSSSC Preliminary
Eligibility Test Preparation Kit comes with 10 Mock
Tests with the best quality content. • Increase your
chances of selection by 14 times. • The UPSSSC
Preliminary Eligibility Test Sample Kit is created as
per the latest syllabus given by Uttar Pradesh
Subordinate Services Selection Commission
(UPSSSC). • UPSSSC Preliminary Eligibility Test
Prep Kit comes with well-structured and detailed
Solutions of each and every question. Easily
Understand the concepts. • Clear exam with good
grades using thoroughly Researched Content by
experts. • Get Free Access to Unlimited Online
Preparation for One Month by reviewing the product.
• Raise a query regarding a solution and get it
resolved within 24 Hours. Why EduGorilla? • The
Trust of 2 Crore+ Students and Teachers. • Covers
1300+ Exams. • Awarded by Youth4Work, Silicon
India, LBS Group, etc. • Featured in: The Hindu,
India Today, Financial Express, etc. •
Multidisciplinary Exam Preparation. • Also provides
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Online Test Series and Mock Interviews.
You're about to discover over one thousand French
verbs exemplified in French & English sentences.
Learning a new language is never an easy task but it
doesn't have to be hard. By learning the one
thousand most used verbs in a language you give
yourself a fantastic foundation to start building upon
to your road to fluency. In my book, one thousand
French Verbs in context, I give you over one
thousand of the most common French verbs used
today. You are given the verb in French and English
with examples of the verb in a sentence, also in
French and English. No more confusion about how
to use the verb. One thousand words are a perfect
number to aim for. It is important to give yourself
goals to stay motivated and to keep yourself
learning. Imagine if you learnt ten words a day. Five
in the morning and five at night. After only a hundred
days ( that's just over three months) you would have
access to one thousand verbs in your vocabulary.
That really is quite a lot and would give you an
excellent grasp of the language. Far too many
people expect to be speaking a new language far too
quickly without putting in the time or effort. As a
language teacher I can testify to seeing this too
many times. I can also say that by exposing yourself
to a new language daily you will surely learn it. It
does take time and effort but ten words a day will
give you a massive boost. If you prefer a slower
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pace then you could set yourself different goals. The
key to learning new vocabulary is to see it in context,
that means in use. Seeing how it's used will help you
remember the word a lot better. It is also important to
understand how that word should be used in a
sentence. As a FREE bonus I have included the top
one hundred most used words in French. Yes, I
really want you to learn this beautiful language.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for UPSSSC
Preliminary Eligibility Test with objective-type
questions as per the latest syllabus. • Compare your
performance with other students using Smart
Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s UPSSSC Preliminary
Eligibility Test Practice Kit. • UPSSSC Preliminary
Eligibility Test Preparation Kit comes with 10 Mock
Tests with the best quality content. • Increase your
chances of selection by 14 times. • The UPSSSC
Preliminary Eligibility Test Sample Kit is created as
per the latest syllabus given by Uttar Pradesh
Subordinate Services Selection Commission
(UPSSSC). • UPSSSC Preliminary Eligibility Test
Prep Kit comes with well-structured and detailed
Solutions of each and every question. Easily
Understand the concepts. • Clear exam with good
grades using thoroughly Researched Content by
experts. • Get Free Access to Unlimited Online
Preparation for One Month by reviewing the product.
• Raise a query regarding a solution and get it
resolved within 24 Hours. Why EduGorilla? • The
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Trust of 2 Crore+ Students and Teachers. • Covers
1300+ Exams. • Awarded by Youth4Work, Silicon
India, LBS Group, etc. • Featured in: The Hindu,
India Today, Financial Express, etc. •
Multidisciplinary Exam Preparation. • Also provides
Online Test Series and Mock Interviews.
An archeologist discovers a strange pendant on the
beach. He starts looking for its owner ... This
collection of short stories is perfect for beginners.
They offer a real plot and allow the reader to read
without a dictionary: French-English glossaries under
each paragraph introduce you to the words and
phrases you might not know. A large french-english
dictionnary at the end of the book containing 1,500+
French words and expressions allow you to easily
find any word from the story again, with its gender
and its exact english translation. From beginner to
intermediate level (A1-B1 on the Common European
Framework of Reference).
Organized by such common subject categories as
home, health, and work, a colorful, illustrated
bilingual dictionary covers more than six thousand
words and phrases.
A comprehensive, current review of the research and
approaches to advanced proficiency in second
language acquisition The Handbook of Advanced
Proficiency in Second Language Acquisition offers
an overview of the most recent and scientific-based
research concerning higher proficiency in second
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language acquisition (SLA). With contributions from
an international team of experts in the field, the
Handbook presents several theoretical approaches
to SLA and offers an examination of advanced
proficiency from the viewpoint of various contexts
and dimensions of second language performance.
The authors also review linguistic phenomena
among advanced learners through the lens of
phonology and grammar development.
Comprehensive in scope, this book provides an
overview of advanced proficiency grounded in
socially-relevant domains of second language
acquisition including discourse, reading, genrebased writing, and pragmatic competence. The
authoritative volume brings together the theoretical
accounts of advanced language use combined with
solid empirical research. Includes contributions from
an international collection of noted scholars in the
field of second language acquisition Offers a variety
of theoretical approaches to SLA Contains
information on the most recent empirical research
that contributes to an understanding of SLA
Describes performance phenomena according to
multiple approaches to SLA Written for scholars,
students and linguists, The Handbook of Advanced
Proficiency in Second Language Acquisition is a
comprehensive text that offers the most recent
developments in the study of advanced proficiency in
the acquisition of a second language.
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Exploring the relationship between native culture,
first and second language acquisition and cognitive
development, this book provides up-to-date research
findings to analyze and interpret critically the
academic and cognitive performance of bilinguals.
Discourse analysis remains an unresolved challenge
in Computational Linguistics, in spite of the
numerous theoretical works that have been
developed in the past two decades. This situation is
mainly due to the complexity of discourse
constructions whose recognition often involves
language analysis associated with domain
knowledge and reasoning. Technical documents,
such as procedures, requirements, and product
manuals, must be relatively constrained in terms of
language diversity and complexity: the goal is to
make sure that users can efficiently and accurately
understand these documents. For that purpose,
these documents often follow authoring guidelines.
These constraints make it possible to develop an
accurate discourse analysis of technical documents
which can be used to model their contents and to
improve their overall quality. This book shows that
linguistic analysis and natural language processing
methods can efficiently be used to automatically
recognize the discourse structures of technical
documents, independently of the industrial sector
and activity that is considered. Furthermore, the
book presents well-founded and concrete solutions,
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which can be deployed in industrial contexts for
various types of applications. This book begins with
a presentation of the different types of technical
texts. Their structure is then developed in
conjunction with a survey of a number of authoring
guidelines developed in the industry. The TextCoop
platform and the Dislog language, designed for
discourse analysis, are then presented with a large
number of concrete examples, allowing readers to
develop their own applications. The book concludes
with an in-depth investigation of the structure of
procedures and requirements.
Surveying the development and varieties of blank
verse in the English playhouses, this book is a
natural history of iambic pentameter in English.
Marina Tarlinskaja’s statistical analysis of
versification focuses on Shakespeare, but places his
work in the literary context of the times. Her results
offer new ways to think about the dating of plays, the
attribution of anonymous texts, and how
collaborators divided their task in co-authored
dramas.
Glossika Mass Sentences * Fluency training for
serious language learners. * Recommended for High
Beginners (A1 A2) as Supplementary Training to
your current studies; some working knowledge
required; good for brushing up or breaking through a
plateau. * Vocabulary Index included (includes
varying pronunciations of each
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conjugation/declension with a frequency count). *
1000 bilingual sentences with pronunciation guide in
phonetic International Phonetic Alphabet with
liaisons. * Accompanies the audio sold separately at
Glossika.com, which includes hands-free spaced
repetition. * Authentic and informal language use by
native speakers, gradually building up sentence
structures. FEATURES: * Serves as reference
material to the audio training. * Lots of repetition of
key syntactic components and vocabulary. *
Introduces how to render foreign names and
placenames in natural dialogue (with appropriate
declensions and conjugations). * All sentences are
bilingual in format and includes International
Phonetic Alphabet to help you master the correct
pronunciation (in phonetic form, which means we
write out all the liaisons between words). * Informal,
friendly language. Formal language used where
appropriate. * Covers the following syntactic
structures: predicates, adjectives, nouns, present
and past verbs, habitual, continuous and completed
actions INCLUDES: * If you're serious about getting
fluent in 3 months, follow our intensive schedule to
finish Fluency 1-3 in 3 months. * Each book trains
1000 sentences, with Fluency 1 surpassing more
than 1000 vocabulary words used in context and
collocations. SAMPLE (some letters may not display
correctly on your screen, so you can get the
embedded font editions from www.glossika.com
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directly): 278: We often sleep late on weekends.
Nous faisons souvent la grasse matinee les weekends. nu f?z?? suv?? la ??as matine le wik?nd ] 383:
What do you usually do on weekends? Que fais-tu
d'habitude les week-ends? ko f? ty d?abityd le
wik?nd ] 434: What do you usually do on weekends?
Que fais-tu generalement les week-ends? ko f? ty
?ene?al?m?? le wik?nd ] 563: Why were you late this
morning? - The traffic was bad. Pourquoi etais-tu en
retard ce matin? - La circulation etait mauvaise.
pu?kwa et? ty ?? ??ta? so mat?? - la si?kylasj?? et?
mov?z ] 624: I enjoyed the party. How about you?
Did you enjoy the party? J'ai aime la fete. Et toi? Astu aime la fete? ??? eme la f?t e twa a ty eme la f?t ]
731: How fast were you driving when the police
stopped you? A quelle vitesse conduisais-tu quand
la police t'a arrete (?arretee)? a k?l vit?s k??d?iz? ty
k?? la polis t?a a?ete (?a?ete) ] 807: I've seen that
woman before, but I can't remember her name. J'ai
deja vu cette femme, mais je ne me souviens pas de
son nom. ??? de?a vy s?t fam m? ?o no mo suvj??
pa do s?? n?? ] 821: Are you married? How long
have you been married? Es-tu marie (?mariee)?
Depuis quand es-tu marie (?mariee)? ? ty ma?je
(?ma?je) d?p?i k?? ? ty ma?je (?ma?je) ] 879: When
was the last time you went to the movies? - Just last
week. Quand es-tu alle (?allee) au cinema pour la
derniere fois? - La semaine derniere. k?? ? ty ale
(?ale) o sinema pu? la d??nj?? fwa - la s?m?n
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d??nj?? ] 974: We've lived in Paris for six (6) years.
We lived in Paris for six (6) years, but now we live in
Rome. Nous avons vecu a Paris pendant six ans.
Nous avons vecu a Paris pendant six ans, mais
maintenant nous vivons a Rome. nu z?av?? veky a
(...) p??d?? si z&#
In sentences containing reported speech, thought, or
perception, it is possible to distinguish different
voices or views, associated with different discourse
roles. They originate in two different clauses: one
clause signals a reporting situation, and the other a
reported situation. This volume examines the
methods used for combining these two types of
clauses in a range of languages. In each of the
contributions, the focus is on the forms and functions
of verbs; topics dealt with include the meaning of
tense, mood, and aspect (and their interaction) in the
various types of reported speech, the speech act
status of reported utterances, correlations between
reporting verbs and verbs in reported clauses (and
the conjunctions introducing them), and possible
intra-systemic and cross-linguistic correlations of
these properties. The articles concentrate on the
Slavic languages Russian, Bulgarian, Macedonian,
Serbian, Croatian, and Slovene, the Romance
languages Latin, Old and Modern French, and
Spanish, the Germanic languages Swedish,
German, Dutch, and English, the Indo-Iranian
language Bengali, and Mandarin Chinese.
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The first book of its kind, Learner English on
Computer is intended to provide linguists, students
of linguistics and modern languages, and ELT
professionals with a highly accessible and
comprehensive introduction to the new and rapidlyexpanding field of corpus-based research into
learner language. Edited by the founder and coordinator of the International Corpus of Learner
English (ICLE), the book contains articles on all
aspects of corpus compilation, design and analysis.
The book is divided into three main sections; in Part
I, the first chapter provides the reader with an
overview of the field, explaining links with corpus and
applied linguistics, second language acquisition and
ELT. The second chapter reviews the software tools
which are currently available for analysing learner
language and contains useful examples of how they
can be used. Part 2 contains eight case studies in
which computer learner corpora are analysed for
various lexical, discourse and grammatical features.
The articles contain a wide range of methodologies
with broad general application. The chapters in Part
3 look at how Computer Learner Corpus (CLC)
based studies can help improve pedagogical tools:
EFL grammars, dictionaries, writing textbooks and
electronic tools. Implications for classroom
methodology are also discussed. The
comprehensive scope of this volume should be
invaluable to applied linguists and corpus linguists as
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well as to would-be learner corpus builders and
analysts who wish to discover more about a new,
exciting and fast-growing field of research.
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